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ABOUT EAL
EAL is the specialist skills partner and awarding organisation for industry. We are
committed to investing in the industries we serve and the careers of the people working
within them. Through industry partnerships and years of experience supporting our core
sectors, we have built unrivalled knowledge and understanding of employer skills needs.
As a result, EAL’s skills solutions and qualifications are respected and chosen by
employers and deliver real career benefits to all our learners.
In the last ten years, 1.3 million people in the UK embarked on an EAL qualification in schools,
academies, university technical colleges (UTCs), colleges, universities, private training facilities and
workplaces across the UK. Many thousands more industry employees have benefited from bespoke
EAL solutions designed to help companies credit the achievements of their employees.
Our industry expertise, coupled with our commitment to quality and unrivalled service levels, means
building services employers – from blue chip, household names to small and micro companies – opt
to use EAL services to develop the skills of their employees.
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EAL FOR BUILDING SERVICES
EAL operates at the heart of the building services sector, offering high quality qualifications
that are precisely tuned to meet employer needs. We recognise that industry needs robust
qualifications which are flexible enough to ensure the highest quality of learning and
relevancy. Our qualifications are designed to equip learners to work in a full range of roles
in domestic, commercial and industrial settings.
EAL qualifications form the backbone of industry apprenticeships, featuring in the latest apprenticeship
frameworks for building services, including:
• building management systems
• building services engineering technology and project management
• electrotechnical
• domestic heating
• plumbing and heating
• gas utilisation.

RECOGNISED BY INDUSTRY
EAL qualifications are recognised by employers and professional bodies including:
• Joint Industry Board (JIB) for the electrical contracting industry
• Institute of Engineering and Technology (IET)
• SummitSkills, the Standard Setting Organisation for Building Services Engineering
• Joint Industry Board for Plumbing and Mechanical Engineering Services (JIB-PMES)
• Electrical Contractors’ Association (ECA)
• National Inspection Council for Electrical Installation Contracting (NICEIC)
• Chartered Institute of Plumbing and Heating Engineering (CIPHE)
• Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE)
• Building Controls Industry Association (BCIA)
• Microgeneration Certification Scheme (MCS)
• Electrical Competent Persons Scheme operators.

EXPERT
SUPPORT
EAL is dedicated to providing first-class support to all of our customers. Our industry expertise and
knowledge, underpinned by our unique External Quality Assurance Service, means the support we
offer is based on an unrivalled understanding of our customers’ needs.

EXTERNAL QUALITY ASSURANCE TEAM
Supporting our Centres in achieving high quality provision of qualifications is our priority. Our External
Quality Assurers (EQAs) are vital to this service, offering expert, dedicated support. Each EQA is a fully
qualified, time served expert in the industries they serve.

CUSTOMER SERVICES TEAM
Providing a personal and accessible service for our recognised Centres has always been at the heart
of the EAL approach. Our customer services helpline is staffed by knowledgeable, helpful staff who
have access to full customer information at their fingertips.

EAL is without a doubt the best awarding
organisation we have dealt with. EAL’s
Customer Services Team always offers
ﬁrst-class service and the support from
the External Quality Assurer (EQA) is second
to none. We see our relationship with EAL
as a partnership because of the level of
support we get from them.
Gavin Davies, Assistant Curriculum Director for Technology at Coleg Y Cymoedd
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BUILDING SERVICES INDUSTRY
QUALIFICATIONS
EAL is a leading provider of qualifications for the building services industry. We offer an extensive
range of qualifications which provide clear progression pathways for those new to industry, as well as
those looking to build on and enhance existing skills and knowledge.
Our qualifications portfolio for building services includes:
Gateway to Industry qualifications giving learners a taste of occupations:
• Level 1 Award In Building Services Engineering
• Level 1 Certificate In Building Services Engineering
• Level 1 Diploma In Building Services Engineering Multi-Skilled Operations
• Level 2 Diploma in Access to Building Services Engineering.
Apprenticeship/occupational qualifications:
• Level 3 NVQ Certificate in Building Services Engineering Technology and Project Management
• Level 4 NVQ in Building Services Engineering Technology and Project Management.
We work with leading electrical employers & industry bodies such as the JIB, NICEIC & IET to
ensure our electrotechnical qualifications help professionals deliver outstanding services in
domestic, commercial & industrial settings.

ELECTROTECHNICAL
QUALIFICATIONS
EAL works with leading electrical employers and industry bodies to ensure our electrotechnical
qualifications help professionals deliver outstanding services in domestic, commercial and
industrial settings.
Our electrotechnical qualifications are suitable for people already in the industry, as a
stepping-stone for school leavers into work or an apprenticeship and for adults looking to retrain
or change their career.
We offer qualifications ranging from Level 1 to Level 3 which cover:
• installation of electrotechnical systems and equipment
• maintenance of electrotechnical systems
• in-service inspection and testing of electrical equipment
• 17th Edition Wiring Regulations
• initial verification and certification of electrical installation
• periodic inspection, testing and certification of electrical installations.

It makes perfect sense for us to go with a suite of
electrotechnical qualiﬁcations which are pragmatic, innovative
and responsive to people’s needs ‒ whether that is the student,
the lecturer or the employer.
Aidan Boyle, Curriculum Manager at Northern Ireland’s North West Regional College
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PLUMBING & GAS
QUALIFICATIONS
EAL’s plumbing and gas qualifications, developed in consultation with industry employers and trade
associations, are designed to equip learners with the knowledge and skills to work safely across a
range of environments and settings.
Designed to offer greater flexibility in delivery, they have been specifically developed to include
combined units across different qualifications. This innovative approach reduces teaching resources
as classes can be combined for full-time, mature and apprenticeship students undertaking an EAL
VRQ, NVQ or apprenticeship.
Our suite of plumbing and gas qualifications provides a range of progression opportunities for
learners - from those who are new to the plumbing and gas industry, to those looking to gain
professional recognition from industry bodies.
EAL’s plumbing and gas VRQs and NVQs from Level 1 to Level 3 include:
• domestic heating
• domestic plumbing and heating
• gas utilisation including but not limited to gas metering, installation of gas appliances, installation
and maintenance of gas appliances
• gas emergency first call operative
• smart meter installer (dual fuel, gas and power).

ENVIRONMENTAL
TECHNOLOGIES QUALIFICATIONS
Our Level 3 Environmental Technologies qualifications are available to help installers take advantage of
government environmental initiatives and to help successful learners apply to national certification
schemes such as the Microgeneration Certificate Scheme (MCS). They cover:
• fundamental principles and requirements of environmental technologies
• solar thermal hot water systems
• small scale solar photovoltaic systems
• heat pump systems (non-refrigerant circuits)
• water harvesting and re-use systems.
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INNOVATIVE SUPPORT
MATERIALS FOR FLEXIBLE
QUALIFICATION DELIVERY
Our building services qualifications are supported by a suite of high quality, innovative support
materials, designed to offer greater flexibility for assessors and those involved in qualification delivery.
We continually review our materials to introduce technology and interactivity, where appropriate, to
support outstanding teaching, learning and assessment.
EAL support materials are carefully tailored to suit each individual qualification and can include:
• comprehensive qualification manuals providing the support you need to manage qualification delivery
• interactive performance units for electronic completion
• EAL approved electrical textbooks with clearly defined learning outcomes
• interactive resources and presentations to support the teaching and learning process
• NICEIC support materials for inspection and testing, PAT and wiring regulations qualifications
• unit delivery advice that provides a syllabus for knowledge delivery.

EAL qualiﬁcations are high quality, more demanding
and make students aim higher. They give the
knowledge they need to prepare them for the world of
work better than any other qualiﬁcations. EAL’s
portfolio is clear and easy to use and the
materials are great.
David Quinton, Head of Plumbing and Electrical, South Gloucestershire and Stroud College

WHY CHOOSE EAL?
This is what our customers tell us matters most to them and why they choose to work with us:
•

qualifications that match employer needs ... our long-term partnership with industry and
focus on our core sectors gives us unrivalled knowledge and understanding of the workplace and
employers' skills needs

•

dedicated support from expert External Quality Assurers ... we view our relationships with
EAL Centres as partnerships and are committed to making a difference to their businesses

•

EAL invests in the industries we serve ... by responding to vital skills needs, we can offer the
most industry-relevant portfolio, including specialist qualifications that would not exist without
EAL’s support

•

high quality support materials ... our qualifications are supported by an extensive range of
materials that is continually updated and refined

•

value for money with no hidden extras ... we offer a highly competitive up-front pricing
package, meaning more clarity and no unexpected extras to budget for

•

easy to work with ... our personal and accessible service is one of the reasons why independent
customer satisfaction surveys have consistently ranked EAL as first among UK awarding
organisations for its customer service levels

•

fast, reliable systems ... with our 7-day new Centre recognition commitment, flexible exams
and guaranteed 24-hour certificate turnaround, we provide fast, reliable services that meet
individual needs

•

news, events and networking ... our extensive free news updates and event programmes
ensure customers are kept informed at all times.

ALL EAL’S PROFIT GOES STRAIGHT BACK
INTO SUPPORTING VITAL SKILLS IN OUR CORE
INDUSTRY SECTORS, WITH OVER £10 MILLION
REINVESTED THROUGH OUR INDUSTRY SUPPORT
PROGRAMME IN THE LAST 10 YEARS ALONE.

EAL Awards

EAL_Awards

EALAwards

To find out more about EAL qualifications and services
please contact our Customer Services Team on:
+44 (0)1923 652400
customercare@eal.org.uk
www.eal.org.uk
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